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                The first-rate PDF to Word converter and document scanner on the market. Easily and quickly convert PDF to Word from anywhere on your device. You can even scan a document with the app and convert scan to text.

✅ Excellent PDF to Word conversion quality
✅ Scan a document and convert it to Word
✅ PDF scanner with an industry-leading OCR technology
✅ Import PDFs from Dropbox, Box, Google Drive, OneDrive and other cloud storages.
✅ No limits on the file size or number of converted files


Reuse and edit your paper or PDF documents in Word. Fast application and cutting-edge OCR conversion technology allow you to turn your PDF texts, forms and tables into editable Word documents. Converting PDF to doc is not done on your device, so PDF to Word Converter app will not burden your mobile device's resources or drain its battery.

How to convert PDF to Word

There are two ways to use this file converter to convert PDF files to Word: by starting the app or opening a PDF file in a PDF viewer.

Convert PDF to Word directly from the app:

1. Tap on the + button to add a PDF file. 
2. Choose the location where your PDF file is stored. Tap on “files from this device” to upload PDF from your mobile device.
3. If the PDF file you want to convert is stored in the cloud, select one of the cloud options and import the PDF file.
4. NEW: After you tap on the + button, you can scan a paper document and send it for conversion.

Convert PDF to Word from any PDF viewer:

1. If you open your PDF document in a viewer, tap on the share button and from the open in menu choose to open it in PDF to Word Converter app. 
2. Once the PDF is imported, it is automatically sent to our servers for conversion. 

The converted file is downloaded to your device once the conversion is done. When the file is converted, you can view it and edit it in any Word viewer or editor. You can also rename the converted file or send a copy to someone. 

Note: Free conversions take one hour to complete, but fast conversions are completed in seconds.
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                                    *Notice* This game requires internet to play because there are too many MOD gamers and hackers who ruin the community. 
1:1 Multiplayer Network Battle mode is now open. Ignight your battle instinct. 
If you had the power, how would you create a World War 2 battlefield? Which tanks and military units would you choose to participate on the war? What kind of tactics and strategy would you make to win the war? If you are a fan of the WW2 war machines, WW2 Battle Front Simulator is a powerful yet easy to use simulator where you can create and simulate a whole new realistic Battlefield. This SANDBOX is just fascinating. 

Looking for the ultimate World War 2 Battle Simulator? 
We hope WW2 Fans out there enjoy the great simulation fun and love killing time with friends debating over which side wins the battle. Along the way, players will learn the details of weapon technology that has marked a line in history.

For players who
- Love to create and customize amazing WW2 Battles on Sandbox Mode
- Enjoy Endless levels and game play on Sandbox Mode
- Love killing time playing with Military War Machines
- Study the real life events that happened in World War 2
- Look for different war time decals of tanks and military units
- Seek to play and explore battlefields that other players have created on Sandbox

Concept & Story
WW2 Battle Front Simulator begins it's story on June 22nd, 1941 at the Eastern Front. Dubbed Operation Barbarossa, Germany committed a huge force of troops and by August 25th, 1941 the eastern front was moving into Russia itself. Story mode takes players to major eastern front battles from Leningrad, Rostov, Moscow to Stalingrad between Germany & USSR. Later it takes players to the western front where USA attacks Germany  starting in France taking over one city at a time. 

The game focuses on making the WW2 Simulator as real as possible. It begins with the ability of the players to play with actual Army and weapons from WW2 such as famous Tiger, Pershing and Sherman tanks. Players have the option of playing custom mode as every War Simulation fan enjoys setting up the troops and watching which side wins the battle. On custom mode, players can choose to play USA, USSR or Germany.

Strategy War Machine on USA Military 
- Willy's Jeep, M3 HalfTrack, M8 Greyhound, M10 Wolverine, M4 Sherman, Sherman Firefly, M29 Pershing, T34 Calliope, M7 Priest

Strategy War Machine on USSR Military 
- ZIS-3, BA-64, BT-7, T-34/76, KV-1, SU-76, BM-13 Katyusha, T-34/85, SU-100, KV-2, ISU-152 Tank

Strategy War Machine on German Military 
- Sd.Kfz.222, Sd,Kfz.251, Sd.Kfz.234 Puma, Stug III , Panzer IV , Panther, Tiger, Strumtiger, Wespe, Pak 40

Story Mode Progression Sequence
- Eastern Front Battlefield
 1) Siege of Leningrad (September 8, 1941)
 2) The Battle of Rostov (November 21, 1941)
 3) Battle of Moscow (November 25, 1941)
 4) Battle of Isim (April 30, 1942)
 5) Siege of Sevastopol (July 4, 1942)
 6) The Battle of Nikko Bo (December 21, 1942)
 7) Battle of Stalingrad (January 31, 1943)
 8) Battle of Kursk (July 5, 1943)
 9) The battle of Prohóoka (July 12, 1943)
 10) Battle of Harikov (August 22, 1943)
 11) Battle of Kyiv (December 5, 1943)
 12) Battle of Odessa (April 10, 1944)
 13) Battle of Minsk (July 8, 1944)
 14) Battle of Budapest (February 13, 1945)
 15) Battle of Berlin (May 9, 1945)

- Western Front Battlefield
 1) Battle of Normandy (June 6, 1944)
 2) Battle of Brest (August 7, 1944)
 3) Battle of the Côte de Azur (August 15, 1944)
 4) Battle of Paris (August 24, 1944)
 5) Battle of Huttgen Forest (19 September 1944)
 6) Battle of Aachen (October 2, 1944)
 7) Battle of Arden (December 16, 1944)
 8) Battle of Alsace Lorraine (December 31, 1944)
 9) Battle of Colmar (February 9, 1945)
 10) Battle of Rhineland (March 26, 1945)
 11) Battle of Frankfurt (March 26, 1945)
 12) Battle of Kassel (April 1, 1945)
 13) Battle of Heilbronn (April 12, 1945)
 14) Battle of Rour (April 14, 1945)
 15) Battle of Nuremburg (April 20, 1945)
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                                    The application contains the following songs:
----------------------------------------
Cheb Bello 2023 | Yekedbou w Ynagrou accompanies and turns around
Cheb Bello 2022 Kelmet Clochard daratni does not take off the look
Nabghi Nhawas Ana
Makach Fikom Li Yra9a3 Makach Fikom Li Yra9a3
madamti fiha khana
net match zouj khtawi
halala
3 ajbatni dik fermlia
Cheb Blue - Khali Ya Khali
L3rida Habltny
Love completed me
Ta3rfini Khalat
Takhrabli fi lahia
Tearbly in the beard
A3toni Baghi Nbda
Sarokh Wla Lamoda
Raha Mdabzatni
The petition is directed by Lelish Vidal
3 almouni Charab Welat Fiya Bliya
Ki Ntfkrha
Che Guevara
Kont Mriyah Fi Dari
Jiboli Omari
LOKAN YFI9O Biya
Chira Sghira is Magnificent
Galbi Tamar
L3rida Kamlatni
Jibouli Bayda
Shaft Lamrar
Bghit Nokhtobha Galouli La
Hawala Sadri
Goulou li Kalma
Demrtouni Lelweski
I date Galbi Raha here
Hena Nebii3ou Zatla
3 asabt rasi
3omi chikha 3omi
Ana Konte Nsali
Ghabnouni

bello app I bello bello bello I bello cheb bello I arani cheb bello I maria bello
aghani cheb bello I bello songs 2023 I bello 2022 I bello

Moroccan songs 2023 without the Internet I Moroccan songs 2023 I Moroccan songs 100 without the Internet 2020
Moroccan songs 100 I Moroccan songs mp3 I Moroccan songs I rap maroc
Moroccan songs without internet 2020 rap I rap maroc 2023 I musique rap maroc

Aghani ray I aghani ray 2023 I aghani ray bidon anticipate I aghani ray dzair 2019
aghani ray gratis I aghani ray hazina I aghani ray jadida 2022 I aghani rai I
aghani ray jadida 2023 I aghani ray koktel I aghani ray maghribiya I
aghani ray maghribi I aghani ray bidon nit I arani rai
aghani ray 100 I aghani ray 3 robi I aghani ray 9 adima I
aghani rai 2023 I aghani rai algerien I aghani rai mp3 I
arani ray I aghani ray jadid I arani ray 2023 I arani rai3a I
The most beautiful Rai songs 2023 I The most beautiful Rai songs I The most beautiful Rai old songs I The most beautiful Rai songs 2023 without the net
Rai songs 2023 I Rai songs 2023 without internet New Algerian I Rai songs mp3 without internet
 Rai songs without Net 2023 I apply Rai songs 2023 without Net
rai algerien I ray 2022 without Net I ray 2023 I rai jdid I music ray sans internet
Rai songs 100 I Rai songs 2021 without internet mp3 I Rai songs 2023 without internet New Algerian

★★★ Features ★★★

- High quality music sound
- The best songs, the application is updated according to your desire.
- The application runs in the background

Please rate the app with 5 stars and leave a nice comment, thank you very much
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                                    Welcome to Toca Boca Hair Salon 4! Unleash your creativity in the salon and whip up any style you can imagine. Whether you choose a character and create a brand-new look you've dreamed up or just see where the tools take you, each makeover is an adventure. Get creative with makeup, face paint, hair and beard tools, and much more!

Toca Boca Hair Salon 4 is part of Piknik – one subscription, endless ways to play and learn! Get full access to the world's best preschool apps from Toca Boca and Sago Mini with an Unlimited Plan.

CUT, COLOR, AND STYLE AT THE HAIR AND BEARD STATION
Trim, shave, and even re-grow hair anywhere on your character's head! This station has all the hot tools you need for curling, straightening, and texturizing. In the mood to create something colorful? Grab the bottles of hair dye and choose any color of the rainbow for a bold new look. Your hair salon, your rules! 

GET CREATIVE WITH MAKEUP IN THE FACE STATION
Expand your hair salon by purchasing the face station! You'll find all kinds of makeup in every color for endless makeover options. Create lush lashes with mascara, and pick a tool to put on eyeliner, eyeshadow, or blush! In the mood for a bolder look? Grab the face paints and draw right onto your character's face for a creative new style that's anything but boring. 

PICK OUT A NEW OUTFIT AT THE STYLE STATION
What's a makeover without some new clothes to go with it? There are hundreds of styles to suit that new look at the style station! Change up your character's outfit, pick out some stickers, and add a finishing touch with accessories like glasses and hats. 

SNAP A PIC IN THE PHOTO BOOTH
Choose a background, watch them strike a pose, and snap a picture of your character's new style! You can even save a picture of your character's makeover in a photo book and return to styling them later. 

SCRUB UP SOME SUDS AT THE SHAMPOO STATION
Ready for a fresh start? Wash hair, towel off, and blow dry at the shampoo station. Watch their face paint and makeup drip away so you can create a brand-new look at the salon!

PRIVACY POLICY
All of Toca Boca's products are COPPA-compliant. We take privacy very seriously, and we're committed to providing safe and secure apps for kids that parents can trust. To learn more about how we design and maintain safe games for kids, please read our - 
Privacy policy: https://playpiknik.link/privacy-policy
Terms of use: https://playpiknik.link/terms-of-use

ABOUT TOCA BOCA 
Toca Boca is an award-winning game studio that makes digital toys for kids. We think playing and having fun is the best way to learn about the world. Therefore we make digital toys and games that help stimulate the imagination, and that you can play together with your kids. Best of all – we do it in a safe way without third-party advertising.
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                                    April Jigsaw Puzzle by Number game for adults takes you on a joyful adventure into the world of realistic wooden-shaped 3D jigsaw puzzles by number sets. Each challenge consists of unique aquarelle art style wooden-shaped 3D jigsaw puzzles by number pieces that make the fun even more realistic and unique. 

Besides making your adventure satisfying and more relaxing, April Jigsaw Puzzle by Number game for adults provides you with top-notch, aquarelle art style handcrafted free content with realistic HD picture quality and a feel of a premium game. As you level up you unlock more 3D jigsaw puzzles by number. We focus on the user experience, simplicity, and a great community to ensure that April Jigsaw Puzzle by Number game for adults brings you everything you want! 

You unlock more 3D jigsaw puzzles by number as you level up. Each board allows you to zoom in and out to find and place selected jigsaw puzzles. Numbers indicating the exact position of each puzzle make it more convenient and relaxing. Moreover, you will gain access to hundreds of new 3D jigsaw puzzles by number collections as you progress through the game.

Why should you choose April Jigsaw Puzzle by Number game for adults?

● Indulge yourself and dive into the wonderful world of 3D jigsaw puzzles by number!
● We know you appreciate creative activities and you probably use many other jigsaw puzzles for adults games. What we wanted to amaze you with is a completely unique way of how our game feels. Just download the April Jigsaw Puzzle by Number game for adults and see for yourself!
● Realistic wooden-shaped 3D jigsaw puzzles by number sets bring you a more satisfying experience.
● Drag and drop the 3D jigsaw puzzle by number on a board and indulge your imagination with realistic HD picture quality!
● Almost all content is free - you can unlock more 3D jigsaw puzzles by number galleries by earning experience points (stars) and by leveling up. It makes the whole experience even more enjoyable!
● When you subscribe, you get lots of goodies - exclusive content and you won't have to watch ads. Most importantly, you'll be supporting our team and further evolution of the game. We do not consider April Puzzle by Numbers for Adults a one-time thing, but as the latest innovation in an evergreen jigsaw puzzles for adults project!

People around the world are already enjoying our unique approach to jigsaw puzzles for adults. Join our community now!
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                                    A game for any real action RPG fan, who already got bored with just mindlessly smashing buttons on the screen.

For Glory is an Action-RPG game with an incredible combat system, perfect mix of action elements and awesome boss fights to make your adventure super immersive.

The journey starts in a fantasy world, where a demonic evil is rising, and threatening to destroy this world. A world that needs glorious heroes to find the weak spot and destroy it. The path to victory over evil passes through different worlds, obstacles and challenges.

Ascend your hero by raising levels and developing their skills. Equip him with powerful gear and relics. Increase your glory and prepare him for different battles.

Battle your way through a visually-stunning fantasy RPG.

FIGHT EPIC BOSS BATTLES
Vanquish challenging bosses like Wolfman, Spider Queen and Skeleton King.

Download now to build your great hero and start your adventure in FOR GLORY!
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                                    Have you ever dreamt about developing your art and brain skills with fun? If you are looking for a simple painting game – Painter Master is exactly what you need: It's a great combination of a simple drawing game and a fascinating art puzzle. 

Modify masterpieces as you like, redraw missing parts to solve the drawing riddle. Don't be afraid to customize even the Mona Lisa! Try to find out the answer to the puzzle with one touch only!

It doesn't matter anymore if you are a professional artist or a beginner in sketching! Painter Master is a super entertaining and simple drawing game for both kids and adults! Just guess what is missing and draw something with touch to solve the tricky puzzle! It won't take long to start drawing like a real master, just keep on passing hundreds of creative levels and solving draw riddles!

GET READY FOR:

️ 200+ unique levels and masterpieces to customize - from common things to cultural heritage references
 Lots of art puzzles to improve your logical thinking - enjoy solving puzzles with much fun
 Bright colorful pictures to solve tricky riddles and find out quickly what is missing 
 Easy fun gameplay and mechanics – just draw one part and line and use your finger as a brush
 Enjoy funny drawings and feel free to customize and experiment with them. It is you who decides how the final painting will look like. 
Choose to sketch one of 2-4 variants of shapes and see the funny result. 
Test your brain to complete the riddles – a quick draw will make your puzzle solved.

Now you can do brain training and improve your painting skills at once wherever you are! It is super easy - just draw and customize in Painter Master - coolest brain teaser and drawing game! 

=====================
COMPANY COMMUNITY:
=====================

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/AzurInteractiveGames

Download Painter Master - a simple drawing game to exercise your brain with paint puzzles, unleash your creativity in painting and become the most brilliant artist ever!
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                                Step into the world of Gold and Goblins, an exciting mobile idle game that combines the best of tycoon merge games and mining clicker games. In this game, you play as a gold miner, exploring mines to find treasures, gems, and minerals. As you progress, you will unlock new mineshafts, upgrade your goblins, and collect all kinds of cards and special abilities to help you become a gold tycoon.

One of the unique features of Gold and Goblins is the merge game mechanics. You can merge goblins to create an idle army and power them up to become even more powerful. Build mineshafts and goblin cannons to help the goblins rebuild their fortune and collect idle gold even when you're offline.

The game boasts beautiful 3D environments that add to the immersive experience. With over 60 unique mines to explore, there is never a dull moment. Take part in special limited-time events where you can compete against other players and earn amazing rewards.

Gold and Goblins is an addictive idle game that promises to turn you into a passionate gold digger. Join over 2 million users all over the world who are competing in gold mining and discover the joys of mining games today!
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                                Hunting Sniper - The Ultimate Free Hunting Experience:

Get ready to play wild animal hunting games Hunting Sniper - The Ultimate Free Hunting Experience. Embark on a thrilling journey into the wild with Hunting Sniper, the premier free hunting game. Immerse yourself in the heart-pounding action of stalking and capturing wild animals in their natural habitats. Take part in a wild dinosaur hunting game, it's time for you to become a real dinosaur hunter. Wild dinosaur hunting gun games provide a chance to all dino hunter to jump into the wild jungle and start an animal hunting quest amazing and unique journey. 

Survival Mode: Dino Hunt:

The deadly dinosaurs and wild animals are roaming in the jungle of wild dinosaur games. Go visit far off locations of wild dinosaur hunting clash animal hunting games in wild dinosaur hunting games which satisfies your dinosaur hunting craze in safari dino hunting games in dinosaur hunting in world full of different species of dinosaur to hunt and collect a trophy as dinosaur hunter in this wild dinosaur hunting clash.io of animal hunting saga of deer hunting games in practical manner of wild dino hunting games as sniper hunter.

Jurassic World Wild Hunting Games:

The journey of a fps shooter started with animal hunting games and provides hunting rifles for players who love to take a part in wild jungle hunting animal games. Forget about all of that animal shooting games that you have played before because you will now enter into this new state of wild dinosaur hunting game. Surviving in the safari jungle and stopping attacks from dangerous animals make the life in forest difficult. Show your hunting game powers and achieve all the titles of the animal shooter. 

New Era: Dinosaur Hunter 3D:

Enjoy shooting journey in Jurassic world jungle animal hunting games as tough and tiring wild t-rex challenges of free survival dino zoo game and prevent animal attack as a Jurassic hunter in dino hunting games of carnivore hunting attack adventure on your mobile screen without being affected by severe weather conditions of wild dinosaurs hunting adventure. In this wild animal hunting games of hunting adventure, you as a wild dinosaur hunter will experience all sort of group of hunters to eliminate all type of jungle dinosaur which are of deadly dinosaur hunting game in this hunter world of dino hunting clash games of all jungle wild dinosaur hunting games in this hunting world of hunting adventure.

Dino Hunter Gun Games:

Dinosaur games give you an adventurous environment of animal hunting challenges in which you will have the full authority to hunt down deadly animals like deer hunting, lion, tiger, and t-rex. It's time to show your skills in jungle dinosaur hunting and become the champion of dinosaur games. Don't be scared of the large animals in the jungle animal hunting. Set a new record of your bravery and enjoy offline shooting games.

Dino Hunt Gun Shooting Games:

Dino Hunter Simulator:


Explore the Jurassic world of Dinosaurs in AI Dinosaur games by wild animal hunting. Take the Hunting challenge like an Experienced Shooter with vast Shooting Skills of dinosaur games and Hunting Games. Use your Sniper Skills in gun shooting games and aim at Dino from Distance in wild animal games. Dinosaur Game is a Hunter Game for real Dino Jungle Lovers. Whenever you see a dinosaur, hold your head straight Aim at the Right position and aim at the Carnivore Dinossauro.

Wild Dino Hunting Gun Games modes and features:
 New hunting animals mode added for dinosaur hunter
 Realistic Gameplay in Jurassic Jungle 
 Animal hunting and animal survival gun skins
 Various camera angles of dinosaur hunting battle
 30+ Thrilling levels
 Best game controls with dino powers
 Realistic 3d animation of all animals.

Make a decisive move to hunt or be hunted in this breathtaking world of shooting adventure games. Write to us if you have any question, clue or query relating to this game.
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                                *** The Best Online Bingo... with over 25 million players worldwide!***

Download Now! *** With 3,000 Chips***

* The Bingo is one of the most popular multiplayer casino game. You can play online against thousands of players in REAL TIME. Expect hours of fun and many new friends.

* More than 20 rooms to choose from. Also, 200 levels, daily bonuses, gifts, gems and awesome collectibles are awaiting for you!

* The chat is a fun way to make new friends and join our community.

* Share cards with friends. Who will be the next crack playing bingo?

"Bingo Rider: 'Best Online Bingo' in the EGR Operator Awards" ~ egrmagazine.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Play also in mundijuegos.com and from your Facebook profile!

Facebook Bingo game Rider: https://apps.facebook.com/bingorider/
Bingo Rider Facebook fan page: https://www.facebook.com/bingoriderapp?ref=hl
Customer support: [email protected]


**
The games are intended for an adult audience.
The games do not offer "real money gambling" or an opportunity to win real money or prizes.
Practice or success at social casino gaming does not imply future success at "real money gambling".
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                                With one-finger mechanic, you just have to swipe to start.
- Roll and parkour your ball with very simple touch.
- Dodge oncoming ostacles
- Collect as many coins as you can
- Earn spare lives to revive or lose the progression
- Control your speed and dive into exclusive challenges
- Focus to reach the finish line, it's the key. 

Heard so simple, what's good in the game?
- Series of hilarious fails
- A collection of rare and unique skins 
- Diversity theme of map supporting both light and dark mode about the galaxy, jungle, snow mountain, craft inspired kingdom, etc 
- Great time passer and fast-paced creative game.
- Only pro can conquer 50+ levels, it's a plan. 

Join the endless thrilling run! Break your own record.
Download it now or you miss the fun!
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                                Play the classic and most addictive bubble pop game for FREE, match 3 colors and clear levels. Don't miss out on this fun relaxing game! In this good old version, you need to aim & shoot, to drop & burst all bubbles. Train your brain with this original puzzle as you blast balls online or offline - anytime! Bubble Shooter ™ is the most exciting FREE app available on Google Play. 

Ready to start the action? 
Aim, match and smash all the balls in this relaxing color-matching adventure. This is one of the best shooter games that are simple and easy to learn, perfect for families to enjoy!  

Put your strategy skills to the test! Compete against friends and family and see who can reach the highest score and get 3 stars on every level. Earn coins while you play and use them to get cool boosters. Use your logic and puzzle-solving skills to complete the missions and clear the board, and make sure to collect special daily bonuses. 


Play the Classic Game Mode - So Simple.
Match 3 balls to blast and clear the board, complete the missions and win coins & awesome rewards. Tap on the screen to drag the laser aim and lift it to take a shot. It's important to form a strategy according to the different bubbles layout at each level. Shoot and pop all the colored balls in this fun free game, aim carefully and hit the target! Work your way through all the different challenges and puzzles, solve the brain teasers and win levels.

Enjoy the Arcade Game Mode – Never get bored!
Pop the balls in this cool retro mode, and rediscover the classic arcade experience straight on your Android device. Advance along thousands of fun puzzle levels as this addicting game gets even more challenging. Enjoy the retro gaming experience anywhere and whenever you want, no internet connection is required.

Try the Puzzle Game Mode and Discover the Ultimate Bubble Popping Fun!
This shooter is a thrilling balloon popper free app with thousands of challenging puzzles to master. Shoot the colorful balls to advance to the next amazing puzzle level, train your brain and test your matching skills while playing this addictive, casual game for free. 
Hurry up and join the balloon crushing mania, but be careful - once you start popping bubbles you simply can't stop! 

Retro game, new features
We took the classic arcade game and added some new features that you'll definitely love. 

FUN FEATURES: 
★ 3000 + Exciting levels, with more, added all the time. 
★ New elements and great prizes.
★ Brand new effects and sounds. 
★ Collect awesome daily rewards.
★ Connect to Facebook and share the fun with friends!
★ Stay in the loop: now you have the best option to send a direct message to support.
★ Leaderboard, challenging achievements.
★ Clear obstacles and beat the challenges. 
★ Colorblind mode – so everyone can enjoy fun matching games for free.
★ Pop 7 bubbles in a row to unlock the fireball.
★ Drop 10+ bubbles at once to get a bomb.
★ Play anytime and anywhere, no WiFi connection is required! 


What are you waiting for? Warm-up your fingers and start popping. Experience this fun casual shooter and explore thousands of amazing levels filled with puzzles and surprises. Get the online color-matching app and enjoy smooth and addicting gameplay. With so many exciting levels, powerful boosters and awesome features, you simply won't put it down! 

Get ready, take aim and shoot the balls!!

Download and play this fun arcade game for free. It's the perfect app to play without wifi! Every 2-3 weeks, we add new features and new levels. Come and join the fun!

Bubble Shooter ™ is completely free to play, but some optional in-game items will require payment.

Follow us for updates and surprises!
Visit our FB page: https://www.facebook.com/BubbleShooterOriginal/

All rights of Bubble Shooter ™ are owned by Ilyon Dynamics Ltd.
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                                Introducing "Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory" – the ultimate destination for lumber enthusiasts and lovers of logging games. Step into the driver's seat of a powerful dozer as you embark on an epic journey into the heart of the forest. It's time to immerse yourself in the world of wood cutting, timber, and creating your own lumber empire.

Your Path to Lumber Domination

In "Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory," you are not just a player; you are a lumberjack, a business tycoon, and a sawmill master all rolled into one. The game brings an immersive experience, offering a first-person point of view from the cockpit of your mighty dozer as you tackle the art of tree cutting. Feel the adrenaline rush as you control every movement and cut down trees with precision and power.

Efficiency and Progress

The path to success in the lumber industry is paved with efficiency, and "Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory" offers plenty of opportunities to enhance your capabilities. Power-ups are at your disposal, enabling you to cut trees more efficiently and rapidly collect the scattered logs with your dozer. Each log you collect is a step toward building your lumber empire.

From Logs to Luxury: Your Sawmill Journey

As a budding lumber tycoon, your journey doesn't stop at felling trees. "Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory" offers you the chance to establish a lucrative sawmill business. Unlock the advanced timber machine, turning raw timber into valuable building materials to construct houses. The more houses you build, the greater your lumber empire becomes.

Machinery at Your Fingertips

An efficient lumber operation requires top-notch equipment. Build a garage to improve your machinery and increase efficiency. The better your equipment, the faster you can process timber, and the more you can sell. Your success depends on smart investments and upgrades.

Deliver Timber with Style

As your sawmill business flourishes, you'll want to ensure a smooth flow of products to your customers. Build a boat to transport your timber deliveries with style. Efficient transportation means satisfied customers, and satisfied customers mean more profit for your growing lumber empire.

A Clicker Game with Endless Possibilities

"Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory" combines the addictive clicker game mechanic with engaging gameplay. Click your way to success as you cut, collect, and build. Your journey in this immersive world of wood cutting and woodworking is only beginning.

Endless Harvest, Infinite Fun

With a focus on idle lumber and wood harvest, "Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory" offers endless entertainment. 

Get ready to embark on the ultimate logging adventure, become a master lumberjack, and craft your very own lumber empire. Download "Mega Harvester: Lumber Factory" now, and experience the thrill of wood cutting, timber processing, and the joy of building an empire, all in one exciting package. Can you become the ultimate lumber tycoon? Play now and find out!
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                                Build an Ultimate Team™ of your favorite soccer stars and kickoff your journey to the FIFA World Cup™ in EA SPORTS™ FIFA Mobile today.

The new ‘23 season is here! This update includes updated players, kits, clubs and leagues to reflect the real world 22/23 soccer season! With over 15,000 authentic soccer stars to choose from including world-class talent like Kylian Mbappé, Christian Pulisic, Vinicius Jr and Son Heung-min, plus 600+ teams including Chelsea, Paris SG, Real Madrid, Liverpool and Juventus. 

Relive the world‘s greatest soccer tournament. FIFA Mobile is the only licensed FIFA World Cup 2022™ mobile game where you can replay the official tournament brackets with any of the 32 qualified nations.

Build your dream team in FIFA Mobile - collect Player Items and put your favorite soccer stars to the test. Score goals with some of the world's best players as you level up a team of soccer superstars. Compete against the best in pvp modes, including Head-to-Head, VS Attack and Manager Mode.

Champions are made in FIFA Mobile. World-class competition, realistic sports game thrills, real time 11v11 gameplay, and authentic soccer game action await. Kick it in the next generation of mobile soccer games.

FIFA MOBILE FEATURES

BUILD YOUR ULTIMATE TEAM WITH STAR PLAYERS FROM THE BIGGEST LEAGUES & TOP TEAMS, INCLUDING:
Ligue 1 Uber Eats - Kylian Mbappé
Premier League - Virgil van Dijk, Son Heung-min, Kai Havertz & Christian Pulisic
LaLiga Santander - Vinicius Jr, Pedri, João Félix
Bundesliga - Jude Bellingham, Alphonso Davies
Serie A TIM  - Dušan Vlahović

FIFA WORLD CUP 2022™ MODE
- Unlock soccer stars from all 32 qualified national teams with official licenses!
- Authentic World Cup national team kits and badges, the official match ball, and play in World Cup stadiums (Al Bayt and Lusail)
- Localized World Cup commentary to bring the most immersive match atmosphere

SOCCER ICONs & HEROES
- Forwards, Midfielders, Defenders, and Goalkeepers - Build your Ultimate Team with over 100 soccer Heroes and ICONs
- Score big with world soccer ICONs like Paolo Maldini, Ronaldinho, & more
- Soccer legends from over 30+ leagues will level up your dream team from fan-favorite to a UEFA Champions League contender

IMMERSIVE NEXT-LEVEL SOCCER SIMULATION
- Experience new, upgraded soccer stadiums including several classic FIFA venues up to 60 fps*
- Soccer fans can experience realistic stadium SFX and live on-field audio commentary

MANAGER MODE
- Be the soccer manager of your own dream team!
- Plan your strategy and adjust your tactics in real time or choose auto-play to enjoy an idle soccer manager game experience

For true soccer fans, there is no other game like FIFA Mobile.
This app: Requires acceptance of EA's Privacy & Cookie Policy and User Agreement. Do Not Sell My Personal Information: https://tos.ea.com/legalapp/WEBPRIVACYCA/US/en/PC/. Requires an Internet connection (network fees may apply). Includes in-game advertising. Collects data through third-party ad serving and analytics technology (See Privacy & Cookie Policy for details). Contains direct links to the Internet and social networking sites intended for an audience over 13. The app uses Google Play Game Services. Log out of Google Play Game Services before installation if you don't want to share your game play with friends. This game includes optional in-game purchases of virtual currency that can be used to acquire virtual in-game items, including a random selection of virtual in-game items.

User Agreement: terms.ea.com 
Privacy and Cookie Policy: privacy.ea.com 
Visit help.ea.com for assistance or inquiries. 

EA may retire online features after 30 days' notice posted on ea.com/service-updates.
*60 fps available only on certain devices. See https://go.ea.com/r8RSc for requirements.
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                                Toca Life World is a game with endless possibilities, where you design and decorate a whole world and fill it with fun characters you collect, create and play! Tell your own stories, whatever they may be – adventures, make-over tales, reality shows, or anything and everything you can imagine! What will you do first – spend a day at the beach with friends or direct your own sitcom? Design a restaurant or run a dog daycare center? Express yourself, explore a mini world filled with fun and don't forget to collect your free gift every Friday!

YOU'LL LOVE TOCA LIFE WORLD BECAUSE YOU CAN:
• Download the app for FREE and start playing right away
• Use the Home Designer tool to design & decorate your own houses
• Make your own unique characters with the Character Creator
• Get free exciting gifts every Friday
• Explore new game locations
• Unlock hundreds of secrets
• Connect your other Toca Life apps
• Create and play on a secure platform

CREATE YOUR OWN CHARACTERS & HOMES
Toca Life World is the perfect game for anyone looking to explore, express themselves and let their creativity shine. Or, you can get cozy and have a quiet moment relaxing in your mini world! How you play is up to you: you're in charge of building your own world, creating your own characters and homes and telling your own stories!

WEEKLY GIFTS
Every Friday, players can claim brand new gifts at the Post Office, completely free of charge. Besides Fridays, there are also other gift events to look out for. Over the years, we've celebrated Lunar New Year, Valentine's Day, the winter holidays and more with awesome gift events! And don't worry if you're new to the game, you haven't missed out! We have annual Gift Bonanzas when we re-release selections of previous years' gifts so you can build your new world!

11 LOCATIONS & 40+ CHARACTERS INCLUDED IN THE FREE GAME DOWNLOAD
The basic yet extensive version of Toca Life World is free to download. Start discovering your mini world by visiting Bop City, a vibrant city area with many different locations all ready for you to discover. Check out the hair salon, shopping mall, food court, and your first apartment! It's a great place to unlock secrets, decorate, create and play your own stories!

THE HOME DESIGNER & CHARACTER CREATOR TOOLS
The fun Home Designer (including a Free House) and Character Creator tools are included in the free game download. They're both perfect for expressing yourself: decorate your houses and buildings in your unique style and create and play your own characters!

GET NEW LOCATIONS AND ITEMS
Already discovered all the free game locations and want to explore even more? Our in-app shop contains 100+ additional locations, 500+ pets and more than 600 new characters available for purchase. Toca Life World is constantly evolving, we see and hear our players' wishes and we're always always adding content to match the storytelling and play patterns that you want!

KEEP THE TOCA LIFE APPS YOU ALREADY HAVE
Are you already playing Toca Life series apps such as City, Vacation, Office, Hospital and more? Great, you'll feel right at home! When you download Toca Life World, we'll help you bring all of your Toca Life stuff over so you can get busy building your own mini world.

A SAFE & SECURE PLATFORM
Toca Life World is a single player kids' game and a place where you can be free to explore and create and play your characters and stories.

About Us:
At Toca Boca, we believe in the power of play. We design our products from a kid perspective to empower young people to be playful, creative and free to be whoever they want to be. Our fun and award-winning apps and kids' games have been downloaded more than 849 million times in 215 countries. Go to tocaboca.com to learn more about Toca Boca and our products.

Privacy is an issue that we take very seriously. To learn more about how we work with these matters, please read our privacy policy: https://tocaboca.com/privacy
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                                More than just parking: open-world multiplayer mode, car tuning, free walking!
Thousands of players are waiting for you.
Join us!
 
Multiplayer open world mode
• Free walking.
• Free open world with real gas stations and car services.
• Compete against real players in the multiplayer racing.
• Exchange cars with real players.
• Thousands of real players every day.
• Friend list.
• Voice Chat.
• Police mode

Car customization 
• Adjustable suspension, wheel angle and more.
• Engine tuning: swap engine, turbo, gearbox and exhaust.
• Visual auto tungs: Dynamic vynils, car body parts.

High-quality open world
• Highly-detailed environments
• 100 cars with the real interior.
• 16 player skins 
•  Buildings with interior 


Interesting gameplay 
•82 real-life parking and driving challenges.
•Different vehicles: Tow truck, pickup, trucks, sport and classic cars.
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                                Welcome, Mayor! Be the hero of your very own city as you design and create a beautiful, bustling metropolis. Every decision is yours as your city gets larger and more intricate. Make smart choices to keep your citizens happy and your skyline growing. Then trade, chat, compete, and join clubs with fellow Mayors. Build your way to extraordinary!

BRING YOUR CITY TO LIFE
Build skyscrapers, parks, bridges, and much more! Place buildings strategically to keep the taxes flowing and your city growing. Solve real-life challenges like traffic and pollution. Provide services like power plants and police departments. Keep traffic moving with grand avenues and streetcars.

PUT YOUR IMAGINATION ON THE MAP
Build Tokyo-, London- or Paris-style neighborhoods, and unlock exclusive landmarks like the Eiffel Tower or Statue of Liberty. Discover new technologies with the Future Cities while getting athletic with sports stadiums. Decorate your city with rivers, lakes and forests, and expand along the beach or on the mountain slopes. Unlock new geographic regions such as the Sunny Isles or Frosty Fjords, each with a unique architectural style. There's always something new and different to make your city unique.

BATTLE YOUR WAY TO VICTORY
Defend your city against monsters or compete against other mayors in Club Wars. Plot winning strategies with your Club mates and declare war on other cities. Once the battle is on, unleash crazy disasters like the Disco Twister and Plant Monster on your opponents. Earn valuable rewards to use in battle or to improve your city. In addition, take on other players in the Contest of Mayors, where you can complete weekly challenges and climb the League ranks towards the top. Each new contest Season brings on new unique rewards to beautify your city!

CONNECT AND TEAM UP
Join a Mayor's Club to trade supplies with other members and chat about strategies and available resources. Collaborate to help someone complete their personal vision and get support to complete yours. Build big, work together, lead other Mayors, and watch your city come to life!

-------
Important Consumer Information. This app:
Requires a persistent Internet connection (network fees may apply). Requires acceptance of EA's Privacy & Cookie Policy and User Agreement. Includes in-game advertising. Contains direct links to the Internet and social networking sites intended for an audience over 13. The app uses Google Play Game Services. Log out of Google Play Game Services before installation if you don't want to share your game play with friends.

User Agreement: http://terms.ea.com
Privacy and Cookie Policy: http://privacy.ea.com
Visit https://help.ea.com/en/ for assistance or inquiries.

EA may retire online features after 30 days' notice posted on www.ea.com/service-updates.
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                                Saddle up for fun, friendship and adventure with all of the most popular ponies in Equestria in the free official game based on the phenomenal MLP TV show.

Only Twilight Sparkle -- the student of Princess Celestia -- and her friends Rainbow Dash, Fluttershy and the rest can save the day for every horse in the city as they farm resources, meet cute friends and reach for their dreams.

· Over 300 characters: Meet a royal prince or princess one day, a cute adventure-seeking horse the next day and who knows what the next. Give them places to stay, nibble on hay and hear what they have to say.
Explore the Crystal Empire, Canterlot, Sweet Apple Acres farm and more.

· Make a pretty pony home: Beautify your MLP town and make it better than in any other city builders out there with cute houses, adorable decorations and enough magic for everypony that gallops by.

· Fantastic quests: Go on adventures based on your favorite stories from the TV show, and confront villains such as Tirek, King Sombra, Nightmare Moon, the Changelings and more.

· Mini-games: Play Ball Bounce with Twilight Sparkle, Magic Wings with Rainbow Dash, and get down with every horse in town in the Equestria Girls Dance games.

· Custom fashion: Give cute makeovers to turn any pony into a prince or princess pony with royal dresses and beautiful hairstyles featuring a rainbow of colors.

· Friendship is magic: Interact with friends and compete in hoof-pounding events.

· Real pony voices: Enjoy the official voice talent from the show.
Perfect for fans of city builders, free games or anyone who dreams of lounging on a pile of hay on the farm, surrounded by cute MLP horse friends such as Twilight Sparkle and Rainbow Dash, and becoming a royal prince or princess.
 _____
You can download and play this game for free. Please be informed that it also allows you to play using virtual currency, which can be acquired as you progress through the game, or by deciding to watch certain advertisements, or by paying with real money. Purchases of virtual currency using real money are performed using a credit card, or other form of payment associated with your account, and are activated when you input your Google Play account password, without the need to re-enter your credit card number or PIN. 
In-app purchases can be restricted by adjusting the authentication settings within your Play Store settings (Google Play Store Home > Settings > Require authentication for purchases) and setting up a password for each purchase / Every 30 minutes or Never. 
Disabling password protection may result in unauthorized purchases. We strongly encourage you to keep password protection turned on if you have children or if others could have access to your device.
This game contains advertising for Gameloft's products or some third parties which will redirect you to a third-party site. You can disable your device's ad identifier being used for interest-based advertising in the settings menu of your device. This option can be found in the Settings app > Accounts (Personal) > Google > Ads (Settings and Privacy) > Opt out of interest-based ads.
Certain aspects of this game will require the player to connect to the Internet. 
 _____

Please note that this game contains in-app purchases, including paid random items.

Terms of Use: http://www.gameloft.com/en/conditions-of-use
Privacy Policy: http://www.gameloft.com/en/privacy-notice
End-User License Agreement: http://www.gameloft.com/en/eula
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                                Embrace the freedom of being a street racer in the dynamic open world of CarX Street. Accept the challenge and become the legend of Sunset City. Realistic races on highways and city streets, plus top-speed drift races from the makers of CarX Drift Racing 2.
 Build the car of your dreams using part tuning that unlocks all the physics of CarX Technology car behavior.
 
 Explore every corner - the enormous world of CarX Street and the exciting car races will leave you exhilarated! Conquer clubs, hit top speed, and drift!
 
 WARNING! You may spend hours playing this game. Make sure to take a break every 40 minutes.
 
 GAME FEATURES
 
 CAREER
 - Drive at top speed or drift through turns. The choice is yours!
 - Join clubs, defeat bosses, and prove to everyone that you're the best driver in this city!
 - Pick out parts for your vehicle and unlock 100% of its potential!
 - Buy houses for your cars and assemble collections for every race mode.
 - Fuel up with the right gas for the next race at city gas stations.
 - Dynamic day/night change. Get behind the wheel at any time of night or day.
 
 IMPROVED CAR TUNING
 - A detailed car-building system.
 - Swap parts and trick out your car for a specific race.
 - Upgrade the engine, transmission, body, suspension, and tires.
 - Swap the engine of your unique car.
 
 VISUAL CAR TUNING
 - Customize the mirrors, headlights, lights, skirt, bumper, rims, and much more!
 - Create a unique look for your car!
 
 THE MOST REALISTIC MOBILE RACING GAME
 - Check out the impressive physics and controls that make you the master of your car.
 - Admire the modern, high-quality graphics and enormous open world.
 
 Support service
 If you find any bugs in the game, please contact our support service.
 Email: [email protected]
 
 _____________________________________________________________________
 
 CarX Technologies official site: https://carx-online.com/
 Privacy Policy: http://carx-online.com/ru/carx-technologies-privacy-policy/
 License Agreement: https://carx-online.com/uploads/userfiles/EULA_CarX_ENG.pdf
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